COMMUNITY GUIDELINES:

Our mission is to provide a fun and safe community with all the tools you need to get inspired, learn, practice, record and reflect on those recordings. We want you to feel safe and empowered so you can get creative with your recordings!

For that reason, we've developed these Community Guidelines to help you understand what type of conduct and content is encouraged and what we will remove.

KEEP IT SAFE

We use filters on WURRLYedu that stop bad language, negative comments or the sharing of personal information. If your text turns into #### or emoji it means we’re making sure everyone stays happy and safe.

All video content is also automatically filtered for compliance with these Community Guidelines. Violating content (including content containing nudity, violence, weapons or sexual references and expletives) will automatically be removed and a notification of such removal will be sent to your teacher.

We may disable accounts with violating content and/or work with law enforcement when we believe there is a genuine risk of physical harm or direct threats to public safety or when it facilitates, organizes or celebrates criminal activity.

BE NICE

Super simple: treat others how you’d like to be treated. We don’t tolerate bullying or harassment, and your teacher may remove content that appears to purposefully target private individuals with the intention of degrading or shaming them.
REPORT IT

If you see any content (ours or yours) or any user behavior that doesn’t fit these Community Guidelines, please hit the REPORT SONG button (at ... below each recording) and your teacher will receive a notification thereof and have the opportunity to take action.

You can also ask your parent or guardian to contact us at contact@wurrlyedu.com.

Please keep the following in mind: We (or the appropriate teacher) may take action any time something violates these Community Guidelines. There is no guarantee that reporting something will cause it to be removed because it may not be deemed to violate our policies.

HAVE FUN!

We want WURRLYedu to be enjoyable for everyone, so we encourage you to be thoughtful and kind when creating or collaborating or when commenting on someone’s content or sharing your own with the class!